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The Magician  
 
If you would like to know  
the secret to how the rabbit  
comes from the hat  
or how the woman  
splits into half a box  
with her legs in one  
and her head in another,   
he’ll tell you it’s magic.  
 
And if magic is real,  
can light be conjured  
in the darkest of places,  
can a wand wave away 
shadows that swallow friends, 
can a spell turn depression  
into a flock of doves? 
  
If not, and you believe  
in the use of deception, 
that lies are permissible  
so long as they inspire others,  
can you shuffle words  
and always have the card  
a friend needs, convince them  
it was always there? 
 
Be warned: once you know  
how to conjure light  
you will always see the dark 
and its tricks, its flickering demons,  
and then you know how  
to trick the people in it, and then  
you become the magician. 
  














The light goes through  
the black part of your eye 
when you look at something 
and when it hits the retina,  
the nerves light up  
and the back of the eye 
becomes a dome: 
 
black,  
with stars flickering  
like the sky at night  
that your brain makes you remember  
even if the stars are dead  
and their light is just left over,  
and that’s how you see. 
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From the Window on Days Like This  
 
I watch the downpour fill the space 
between blades of grass,  
turn roadway into river  
as cars learn to part water like boats  
 
My living room loses its color,  
red and green pillows rinse grey,  
couch the color of soaked clouds  
as water drums on the roof  
 
I can pour my sorrows into streams  
flowing down the driveway  
to cover the street, until 
a truck passes and shoves them aside  
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Cloud Study I  
 
My limited and abstracted art is to be found under every hedge, and in every lane, and therefore nobody thinks it worth 
picking up  
~John Constable  
Boring puffs in blue sky  
today. One glows like  
smeared butter in sunlight. 
Another, bulged sail, blows  
ahead of cirrus curls. 
 
Ordinary. Yet Constable  
kept painting shades of 
grey and white, puffs in 
an afternoon sky. Focused  
on their shapes above cathedrals, 
unfinished boats, refusing  
more profitable portraits.  
 
We’re poor deciders of  
what we want in life. Normal  
or fulfilling? Both. We want to  
live in a cloud: some mesh  
between inside and out,  
coexistence of yes and no. 
 
We get frustrated by how  
little “good” entertains us. 
In stories with a happy ending, 
the hurricane dissipates  
before our town, and what were  
once ominous gusts,  
become an uninteresting breeze.  
 
When clouds visit the ground as fog,  
we swerve from the truck passing too close—  
return home safe. In a good life,  
someone takes away our keys  
(and perhaps a bottle) 
drives us home. Our car slides  
but doesn’t skid off the side of the road.  
 
We forget the stories that swelled, 
filled with rain, darkened above 
the trees with rousing thunder,  
then sailed away.  
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Volcán Cerro Chato, Costa Rica  
 
Despair came between the first  
and seventh hour of not yet and almost.  
Whispered I was nowhere close  
to either, the summit lost in the clouds.  
Nothing around but up: up the trees,  
up this hill, up this rockface. Pull my body up 
with tree branches, roots, whatever.  
 
Fear, tired of telling me  
we were too high, tumbled  
down the cliffside— 
He died on impact. 
 
Pain, who had nagged for hours 
across rivers and rock, fell silent— 
buried under the dirt in my boots.  
 
Worry, my faithful companion,  
choked on my salted almonds  
after thinking he saw another snake. 
 
Drive was the only one left  
to drag my body like a sandbag  
up, then down the volcano, 
exhausted. We decided giving up  
was the same as resolve.  





I had already tested my luck once  
driving down the hill a little too fast 
and passing the unspoken checkpoint  
 
where everyone knows the cops  
sit to fill their quotas, or be ass-hats  
to anyone in their vicinity.  
 
And I was lucky that after passing it, 
I managed to outrun the downpour  
that ensued, as if a trap door 
 
had split the clouds, and rain  
poised behind them like racehorses 
thundered down onto my windshield.  
 
I led the storm to the intersection, 
challenged the swinging stoplight 
to a staring contest. I blinked— 
 
And the rainbow 
in the distance. Past the trees,  
past the interstate, faint and arching  
 
into what should be the shopping center 
near my house. I watched the colors 
curving overhead: red, orange, yellow— 
 
Green light. I wanted to watch it  
from the street. We all should have  
stopped and stood on the pavement 
 
taking pictures. Signaled stop to  
the cars behind us. The multi-colored 
arch was a pleasant sign. For once,   
 
I should have delayed going home 
after a miserable trek through heat  
and homework, and time as thick  
 
as summer humidity, to chase a rainbow 
before it faded into the clouds. Instead,  
I pressed the gas, smeared the new raindrops 
 
on my windshield, tried beating          
time through the forest, so I could  
sleep for a moment. Take just  
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an hour back from the alarm  
that jolted me from it. The car pulls  
me to the top of the hill where  
 
(wow) the rainbow is there  
with a bigger and brighter arch 
into a neighborhood a few blocks away. 
 
Again, I face a stoplight. 
And I know that luck does not 
come a third time. That I won’t  
  
remember, unless I write it down: 
to tell someone that I saw it again. 
For once I’d had a second chance.  
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Cloud Study II 
 
The sun is far too bright in summer— 
my eyes take all of June to adjust.  
 
And after visiting Monte Verde, I prefer  
the cloud forests to beaches anyhow.  
 
The last time I touched sand, it was winter 
in Costa Rica, cool and brown; 
 
I had expected white, like the tourists  
still on their cruise ship docked  
 
miles down the crescent peninsula.  
I was lying on my towel, staring at  
 
the altostrati smearing the sunset, 
orange rays streaking through  
 
the purple tint of sky. The high clouds   
crested slowly as ocean waves.  
 
I let my thoughts float away  
like a lost kite, dissolve into wisps  
 
of pink cirrus. Peace was watching  
the darker ones sail away, for now.  
 
Who can always carry the sunset? 
Who can keep the relentless clouds  
 
from filling with rain? Believe me,  
I should not be the one to advise you  
 
on how to be happy. Even the sun  
is swallowed by the ocean each day.  
 
At times I watch it from underwater. 
Come night, the clouds return with rain.  
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Letter to Taniiya 
 
The puddle that waited 
beside the bus stop has frozen 
solid. And the wind continues  
 
to harass a sheet of newspaper 
that escaped someone’s grasp,  
“CAPS is difficult to navigate,” 
 
the point being that many  
are having issues getting help  
when they want it. Like here: 
 
the bus didn’t arrive until now, 
ten minutes after I needed it; 
I don’t anymore. 
 
So I watch my reflection 
flicker in the tinted windows  
as it passes, and each one, 
 
a square with rounded edges,  
crammed too close together, 
reminds me of a time  
 
we facetimed, and your gaze 
was paused, and my mind  
was blank because you were ready 
 
to die and I knew you  
were alone and I wanted to speak 
but didn’t know where to start,  
 
so I chose to write, 
came up with the metaphor 
that you were alone  
 
trapped in a snow globe  
of grief, hoping that if I wrote  
well enough, it would shake  
 
the flakes at the bottom  
and make them rise  
like this CAPS headline  
 
floating above the street,       
and you’d want to live  
because you’d see it was snowing.  
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Cloud Study III  
 
When my mother comes home  
from harder days at the hospital, I listen  
to her confession at the dinner table  
that her mind feels like fog.  
Can’t think the way she wants to.  
Cloudy and thick; mirror made white  
from the shower. She isn’t quite herself, I think,  
as she chews lightly on arugula and vinegar.  
 
If only she’d spend more time in the air 
outside the hospital. Outside her room. 
Outside our house; the only three places  
she floats between out of habit.  
 
I walk out onto the porch to sky-gaze.  
My lungs fill with wet air and water  
and indigo worry. When might it be too much,  
too thick to return from?  
 
We lost a friend that way.  
His mind drifted away in the high clouds. 
Day by day he forgot a name. 
A face. His time on the tennis courts.  
Wisps of gray across the sky.  
 
Rain begins to stain the driveway. 
Through the patter, I hear her plate  
clang into the sink. Looking inside, 
I see her standing over the island, 
sifting through her head; 
a cloud stuck in a cage. 
 
  





Because my wings  
are as good as a penguin’s  
 
sometimes they propel me  
out of the deep water  
 
and for an instant I'm airborne 
flapping if not flying 
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The Color of Clouds  
 
Life made me cumulonimbus,  
forced to grow vertically, keep growing. Keep on 
outliving cousins and gathering rain from funerals. 
I held the water inside, hovered over  
family and troubled friends— 
clouds shade and protect. I pushed against  
the stratosphere, spread so wide.  
 
I've been so tired. But I'm starting over  
as cirrus, thin and wispy,  
stretched across night sky for miles, 
pulling sunken sun back into dawn, 
when I burn purple and orange 
across the horizon, a phoenix.  
Until each morning blazes through me.  
 
To the cloud glowing after the fire: 
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After the Fire  
 
My house still smelled of charred wood  
on the first day of eighth grade. 
There was still no ceiling on the second floor,  
the beams above blackened. 
But you couldn’t tell there’d been a fire 
from the driveway or the street:  
Our facade held up, 
the mailman still came every day. 
 
In geometry, I teased Mark over  
his choice to wear Everlast,  
and put new syllabi in my bag 
next to the copy of the insurance policy, 
next to the key to the hotel room.  
 
I'm glad I didn’t have many other friends, 
just acquaintances at school or practice. 
It was easier to hide that way,  
to conceal the charring inside,  
the still-smoldering hole.   
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Before Insight  
 
Mr. Reddick’s house had its own forest  
secluded by brush and the trunks of oaks  
and pines. Perfect for his old age to hide and watch  
the robins and cardinals from his porch.  
 
My mother suggested I visit him, 
a parental courtesy: to show kindness through child.  
I walked across the street. Found him standing  
on the back porch, looking upwards  
supposedly at little red bodies, an orange chest,  
in the pockets of shade.   
  
But I only knew how to listen. Not look, 
to see their beaks amongst the branches.   
No way to find them except by following their echoes,  
I went home.  
 
They were right in front of me.  
The cardinals, just as red as his house, 
small state symbols hiding in the open air. 
When Mr. Reddick moved away, he left me  
his binoculars, real ones with real lenses.  
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She smiled to see me 
when I came to the hospital.  
Sitting up in bed, gown on, 
white sheet not yet over her face. 
She asked me about school,  
my supposed girlfriend, 
questioning me like the teacher  
she was, excited because  
I was going to the school  
her eldest daughter attended.  
I’ll never know how she knew that. 





I don’t remember her body, just that I cried  
 
in a pew towards the back of the church. 
 
My aunt at the altar, our family tree splintered in half,  
 
branches snapped and dead leaves  
 
scattered about the sanctuary— roots rotting under pews.  
 
I remember her casket was closed.  
 
Wherever my cousin was, she wailed inconsolably  
 
in a grief I have no knowledge of, 
  
a grief that must be granted, like grace, by God. 
 
  





I never really asked God  
to help me love my family  
but I should have asked  
for a little mutual civility.  
All this infighting over  
an inheritance. After all  
the years she taught children 
math or English, you turned  
on the most educated, 
the most tender.  
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With Nothing to Show for Your Efforts  
 
You are weak Tantalus.  
You brought your people  
ambrosia for what? Longevity? 
 
Which among them deserved 
to live forever? To be spared 
a hard-earned trip to hades?  
 
Would all banquet in Olympus?  
More time does not guarantee  
that people will turn godly, 
 
or even good. Instead of drinking  
your portion first, you fled 
and now have less than nothing.  
 
You can’t even grab an apple now.  
Something Eve did easily.  
Shared easily.  
 
Look what happened after she did.  
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How the Fire Happened  
 
I was in the playroom beside the kitchen 
watching Naruto on the desktop. 
It was July, I didn’t have to do schoolwork, 
just pass time until we left for the beach.  
 
The clouds waited through four episodes  
to arrow a bolt of lightning, 
to strike our roof. My mother noted  
the deep fryer was no longer working 
 
and I went outside afterwards  
to flip the breaker, wondering  
if there would be rain. The lightning 
hid in the attic for days.  
 
Heating the wires  
in the attic fan, until it was hot  
enough, and we had finished packing,  
then rallied the flames.  
  





There were actually 3, about 30 meters apart, 
as I drove down 54. Killed at different stages  
of crossing the road, with varying degrees  
of gore and blood on the concrete  
and some limbs  
now easier to drive over.  
Perhaps they tried to cross the highway,  
away from the side flooded with water  
and saw the cars moving  
back and forth too fast.  
Wind smacking their faces  
as tires roared by. 
Perhaps 
they thought they could make it.  
Stepped out with just enough assurance; 
a sufficient prayer to start their journey.  
 
And maybe they became stuck,  
stopped paralyzed. Prayer out of gas— 
Played possum in the street, 
afraid to take another step.  
 
And so they stood.  
Hoping that no movement  
would stop life just for a moment 
to rethink. Recollect themselves,  
stop time long enough  
to look both ways,  
and then the car came. 
  





On the lamppost, he twitches 
his head back and forth,  
male and red all over,  
 
a novice at flying,  
because he moves from the arch  
of metal to the top of the pine  
 
in a frantic bout of flapping. 
Larger birds tend to be wiser,  
riding the air currents at high altitudes, 
 
wings outstretched.  
Doing more with less moving.  
I note the similarity: Myself and a friend  
 
at a quiet table or decided upon restaurant, 
I the larger bird,  
watch the flapping of gums  
 
fill the air with problems  
questions, solicitations.  
My lips unmoving, do not disturb the flow  
 
of steam rising from coffee.  
Every week, another bird beats  
its wings into exhaustion. Comes to me  
 
surmising that “up here” the currents  
are tranquil, less turbulent. 
Whereas I know that all this gliding,  
 
all this height, 
doesn’t change the outcome of a plummet.  
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Poor Owl  
 
When young owls leave their nests  
after learning to hunt and fly,  
they tend to settle among abandoned twigs  
or the crevice of a vacant tree.  
They are homeless, flying with   
their silent wings; gliding shadows  
searching in the moonlight.  
 
Poor owl, should you return home  
you will find your nest too small,  
your mother too tired to build it again.  
So why come home the night 
before Christmas, believing  
you still belong, that home fits snug  
like before you could fly,  
that the nest would be festive 
and mom not worn out,  
lights along the driveway, 
tree glowing in the living room?  
 
Why believe, as I did, 
my car climbing the driveway, 
that the dark of pavement  
and black in windows  
meant the lights were just off  
and not still coiled in the closet?  
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A Pessimist’s Favorite Season 
 
is most likely fall.  
Every day I get to guess  
which leaf can no longer hang on, 
which bird has abandoned its nest  
and flown south.  
The silence in the mornings  
uplifts my walk to work,  
stripped of their chirps and flights.  
 
A pessimist might say 
fall is a time of exile and sweet loss. 
Banish the sun to darkness! 
Let what falls to the ground 
be crushed underfoot. 
 
I appreciate the warning  
that the worst is coming:  
cool air turning colder,  
trees crying colored tears, the sun,  
even it flees from day.  
 







I hear her car  
Pull into the driveway  
 
My homework is done 
The house is clean  
Mom is home  
 
The engine cuts  
Today I know  
What she wants to cook 
 
I pull chicken from the fridge  
It’s finished thawing 
Close the door 
 
I don’t hear the car door  
Nor steps tapping out  
Her tired gait 
 
I peep through the blinds  
She’s still in the car 
 
Fine I think 









We walked through the house 
after the fire.  
They had pulled the carpet from the staircase, 
the air still hot 
as an oven recently shut off.  
 
I saw her face down the hallway  
thinking it over.  
Perhaps coming to the same conclusions: 
 
We’re not going on vacation tomorrow  
Grandma is lucky to be alive 
Good thing Ryan was sent to camp  
 
Perhaps we were both lamenting   
how the other wasn’t home 
or has to be strong  
like the beams that resisted the flames  
so the other doesn’t waver.  
  





My stomach starts a rebellion. 
 
No more ramen from the microwave. 
No more peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 
 
My hands join the uprising. 
 
No more algebra homework. 
No more cleaning.  
 
My legs irate. 
  
 No more waiting. 
 No more pacing around the living room. 
 
Stomach rages.  
  
 The staff meeting won’t end until 8:00pm. 
 Nobody is coming to help.  
 
Brain lists its demands: 
  
 You’ve watched her enough.  











Try to repeat the steps.  
 
Open the pack of porkchops.  
Wash them in warm water.  
 
Then place them on this platter. 
Turn on the flat grill— 
 
Set the dial to 350. 
Come back to season them.  
 
Seasoned salt, pepper, she always pours  
Not too much,  
 
Until it all sticks, 
Like sand to a wet palm, 
 









Today, I volunteer on the oncology floor.  
Mom was right: 
Duke’s new Cancer Center  
sparkles when you walk through it.  
 
Today, a man tries to remove his IV. 
I see him in passing, sitting on the bed  
fumbling with his arm, 
until blood starts spurting out.  
 
I chase down a nurse. 
By the time I make my way back, 
the curtain to his room is closed  
and whatever he tried to escape from 
 













We came to the hospital  
in separate cars. I’m working in Pre-Op  
converting paper records to electronic ones, 
calling patients back from the waiting room  
then writing their last names on the board.  
 
She’s telling another volunteer  
to write something for a nurse  
or explaining to a frustrated family  
that we’re switching to a new system,  
so things aren’t going as smoothly as planned.  
 
Today our schedules line up  
and both of us find our way to the room 
where my half-sister is dying slowly of  
systemic lupus erythematosus, 
something I have to look up.  
 
We stay for a while in silence.  
I notice that we place our ID’s  
on the same side of our chest.  
That a small glance tells the other everything 











Before I go inside the house  
 
I need to sit here and think  
or not think 
 
it doesn’t matter  
 
I just need to sit here  
for a moment 
 
maybe watch the trees  
 
through the windshield  
let this song finish playing  
 
let my legs rest a minute 
live a few seconds in idle   
 
before I go inside the house   














Whenever I say I went to Mississippi  
my black friends give me that look: 
I want to explain that I mean  
the house with a white garage door  
that always opens when we pull in 
 
because grandad saw us coming  
down 63rd Street, where he stands  
in the driveway, waiting for the engine  
to cut, asking when I’ll be old enough  
to drive him to the Piggly Wiggly. 
 
The house with a deep freezer  
full of cups of Bluebell ice cream 
that I’d eat in the kitchen before bed,  
grandad telling me about red sand, 
growing up in the Jim country.  
 
But I just tell my black friends  
that my grandparents live in Meridian  
and we visit them in the summer  
and that aside from them, 
there’s nothing to see in that state.  
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Sunday Golf  
 
I’d put my bag of clubs  
In the bed of dad’s truck  
And we’d drive down the road  
To the small shop with a field behind it  
Where I’d whack balls with a driver  
At the tractor puttering around 
To collect them, where he’d also 
Launch some over the greenery. 
 
When my swing became  
More refined, more rounded,  
The ball would sail off  
To one of the islands of flat grass  
With a flag in the center  
And he would tire and leave 
To try the putting green,  
So I wouldn’t see him until I went  
Searching the turf for him. 
 
One day I swung  
And the ball shot out,  
Right first, then hooking  
Back to the left like a comet,  
Clearing the flag and building speed 
Until it banged against the side of the tractor 
And rolled off into the grass,  
A hole-in-one. 
 
No. But it was something we could laugh  
About in the truck, we could talk  
For a moment, he was  
Paying attention for once.  
  





Back when boys would do so  
I went to the mall with my mother.  
We walked by the Build-A-Bear, 
 
its giant metal drum churning   
the bear stuffing around,  
a spinning tornado of cotton.  
 
One day, I asked to go inside  
and picked out a white one  
with blue eyes and a Duke T-shirt. 
 
It came in a box—a house  
drawn on the outside.  
I lost the cardboard home soon after. 
 
So the bear sat on the bed, 
watched me come back from school  
each year a little taller, a little wearier,  
 
new bags under my eyes.  
One morning, I packed my things  
and left him in the closet.  
 
He had no place in my dorm room.  
Down the hall, a sign read: Keep Calm  
and No Crying Broski. But you can’t 
 
fluff soaked cotton, and a punching  
bag only holds so much sand. 
Where then do you stuff the tears?  
 
And what of rage or discontent?  
College taught me to think critically. 
I’ll put the bear in my new apartment.  
  





I wield the knife as a pencil  
and draw lines in the roma tomato, 
crunch poblano with a frantic knock 
on the wooden board. Fingers snap 
stems of cilantro. Build pico de gallo  
in a bowl. Stove scents the house  
with seasoned ground beef. Then hands  
scoop sour cream into another bowl,  
zest the lime’s shell into powder, squeeze 
the juice out. Nose wants the secret ingredient: 
chipotle powder, the spatula mixing it all. 
I ask, “Hands, when did we learn this recipe?” 
They place a tortilla on a plate,  
add a little meat, more pico de gallo, 
some sour cream. A finger whispers, 
This one’s mom’s. Go ask her hands. 
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Osteogenesis Imperfecta  
 
Can be passed down  
through certain genes.   
So someone’s father’s  
father was first to tell  
a boy with a scabbed 
knee to “suck it up.”  
 
First to say “Stand up  
and be a man!” At some point, 
genes mutated, words drilled   
into man’s body like a screw.  
And now, so many of us  
have bones without  
elastin—so rigid. 
So brittle.  
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Next of Kin  
 
The first-born is named 
Chore Commander-in-Chief. 
First Lord of the dishwasher, 
El Jefe of the lawn— 
I cut the grass in the morning 
and wash the rims of the car. 
The orange rag plops in and out 
of a white bucket. Saturday  




Key ring fights my nail 
trying to pry open the space 
between two silver coils. 
The house key was first,  
and it has no intention of  
befriending this newcomer: 
black box with buttons that 
lock and unlock the car’s doors.  
The red one makes it scream  




Tonight, I came home  
well after they shut off  
 
the fountain at the mall. 
Walking out of the theater, 
 
I texted mom omw, the letters  
taking it upon themselves 
 
to send a more urgent message: 
ON MY WAY! The screen shouts at the moon. 
 
She replied ok, said that  
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When mom calls me upstairs  
she uses that tone, the measured one 
 
that drops an anvil in my stomach  
and makes me take the stairs  
 
two at a time. The one my younger   
brother never catches—some special language 
 
reserved for the next of kin  
to take on another burden. 
 




Mom is cross-legged on the floor   
of her room, outside the closet, 
papers blanketing the carpet  
 
like leaves in the yard.  
She hands me a new key, 
short, with a black handle  
 
and bulky cylinder attached. 
One to the safe she’s been  
pulling papers from. 
 
Some of them are lumped together 
in piles. Bonds from grandad,  
official transcripts, car deed, 
 
things we didn’t need to replace  
after the fire. I see my birth certificate 




On the bed, I read  
the insurance policy,  
which doesn’t provide 
instructions on how to  
          
bury a parent or how  
to tell younger sibling(s) 
that someone needs to go  
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to pack their old things, 
how to stop the mailman  
from bringing envelopes with  
their name under the plastic, 
 
how to describe them in past tense, 
or yourself as beneficiary,  
how to be next in line— 
but I finish the last sentence 
 
and hand it back to mom 
saying that I understand  
and that nothing bad is going  
to happen to her, and she says,  
 
you needed to know while I'm here,  
and that’s the only time  
she cried in front of me.  
  





The centrifuge whirs and clicks   
as the blood spins  
 
to separate white cells from plasma  
from water  
 
because dad’s blood is infected  
and has to be spun 
 
in order to clean it, so the centrifuge 
has to keep spinning  
 
until it filters every liter of his blood 
and separates it  
 
then takes some of the cells out, before  
putting most of them back  
 
and spinning some more, because the kidneys  
cannot circulate the blood 
 
inside its tubules, wrapped around themselves   
like oven coils. 
 
After three hours, the spinning dies down  
but the blood is still infected  
 
so they have to start dialysis, put the blood  
through new tubes 
 
and more loops, and the centrifuge  
has to spin again.   
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Whenever I Buy Eggs  
 
I open the carton  
and investigate the two rows  
of white, looking for cracks—  
eschewing the ones broken  
by somebody else; 
some unavoidable circumstance  
or collision. Even when boiled,  
I rather them cracked by my own hands,  
my small hammer: bottom of spoon.  
 
I prefer to break them myself, 
then pour out the insides. Make the best 
of raw yolk and white: an omelet, 
a scrambled mess, fried sun. Most days,  
my mind is the latter. My father has been sick  
for weeks. Something unavoidable. 
He has cancer: a new part of my morning routine.  
Before breakfast, I wash my face in the mirror. 
Pull myself together.  
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Presbyterian Medical Center   
 
The tile floor is orderly squares  
the color of static between rows  
 
of honey, followed by Tuscany yellow 
squares under the exit sign, which hangs 
 
from white ceiling panels  
with lights burrowed into the sides 
 
which brighten the path to more tiles  
and EXIT’s, each reflecting each,  
 
their red letters shouting the order  
in smaller print, commanding the tile 
 
to leave, and it tries over and over,  
but the door doesn’t let it.  
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After Classes  
 
The windshield wipers on the RU 
don’t move in unison. One pushes water left  
while the other tosses more towards the center,  
wiping and unwiping the windshield. 
Undoing the other’s hard work.  
 
It’s been grey all day. The leaves are soaked,  
and water spurts from the grass  
like a wet sponge when I step. And there are  
too many people with umbrellas— 
multicolored mushrooms, hovering at the bus stop. 
 
Fitima calls: dad wants me to cut his 
black curls, some are drizzling onto the bed.  
Prefers I shave the rest away 
before the drugs do. I step off the bus  
and search “electric clippers” in Safari. 
  





I wash my blanket separately with extra fabric softener, 
multiple dryer sheets, so lavender will scent the fabric  
for days after its spin. It weighs my bed down and keeps  
cold air away. Sometimes I throw it over my back  
like a cape. Sky blue fleece floating through the apartment 
until Angela knocks, crimson-eyed from weeping.  
She can’t stop remembering the man, will only take  
her medication if all at once. I thought things were better. 
 
I wrap her in warm weight. Sitting on the bed, 
she cries under the blanket. Goes home after 
some hours, leaving me to fold the tasseled ends. 
It seems every person I know has pressed tears  
into the cotton. I stuff the burden into my bag. 
It drags on the way to the laundry room, like a damp mop.   
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Turf Renovation in Progress  
 
They’ve thrown straw over the grass 
in McCorkle place. The groundskeepers  
cleaning leaves off the front of Graham  
Memorial. I watch them from the brick 
path. I can see the Davie Poplar clearly  
from here, smiling for the first time  
in a while. The sign sits slanted in a  
patch of new grass. Renovation.  
Restoration is a better word. But  
some people whisper Revolution  
when they walk by. Silently,  
so as to not scare away the birds.  
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The World Is Just an Onion  
 
Cut the small tail on the bottom 
then the crown on top  
 
with its small white hairs.  
Peel away the first two layers.  
 
Slice down the middle,  
examine the inside   
 
of each side. Make sure the rings  
are white, that they haven’t  
 
gone bad, that you cry  
when you cut them. 
 
See how the onion was small  
in its center, then added layer  
 
after layer. Thickness needed  
for the dirt. A rough look  
 
makes it easier to mask the inside: 
a lot of broken rings, a lot of pieces  
 
put together. Layers make people  
appear rough but pliable. 
 
So much to cut through.  
That’s why they cry so much. 
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Men Explain the Gillette Commercial  
     
   A found poem composed of YouTube comments  
 
What in God’s name did I just watch... 
The only way we can reverse  
this poisonous trend of 'woke' advertising  
is to make sure that it's not profitable.  
Don't buy Gillette, it will send a clear message. 
 
Amnesty International gave a list  
of companies profiting from child slavery.  
Disgusting. This is one of them.  
Hope all of these 1,4 mill people  
disliking never buys a product  
from gilette again. I know I wont!  
 
Why was deforestation taking place  
in your supply chain until 2015 
when you were caught? That is not  
being responsible to us or the planet. 
 
What’s wrong with rough housing  
the one boy was laughing 
What’s been going on far too long?  
Paying for your overpriced razors..buh-bye 
 
Females have more rights, more privileges  
and fewer responsibilities than males.  
Men look up MGTOW and be free. 
 
Gillette just delete the commercial,  
you need to. What we don't need  
is yet another divisive, propaganda  
soap box for corporate machines  
in their attempts to invoke negative emotions 
all in hopes to turn a profit. 
 
Gillette doing damage control  
by deleting comments  
and dislikes keep disappearing...  
Lol, delete away,  
everyone sees the propaganda  
regardless of your manipulation. 
 
Never buying a Gillette razor again. 
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We Lost Mac 
 
I heard Swimming while  
folding clothes in the guest room. 
Remember thinking,  
 
it’s good that Mac is back, 
I remember him from tracks 
with Wayne and Kendrick; 
 
white boy with a knack for this.  
Scruffy voice, laid back,  
good spirit— 
 




Mac was that cousin we liked. 
Not always around  
but if someone tried him 
 
we ready to fight.  
Strapped and ready to light  
the block with bullets at night.  
 
Or day. Pull up,  
wherever you stay. 
No cap— 
 
No one could say he was  
phony or fake, or snatching lines.  
Straight work, time into everything  
 
he would rhyme. 
A sun that shined on chill days.  
Saturdays. Blunts on the patio  
 
kinda days: Niggas with Uno cards  
and spades and grilled chicken, 
with baked beans and Lays.  
 
Cookout vibes and waves.  
Nobody knew what to say.  
September 7th, Self Care  
 
starting to grow on me.        
Twitter told me he wasn’t breathing.  
I can’t believe what I'm reading. 
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Mac is gone?  
Miller grew wings and flew off?  
OD’d in the house?  
 
Ain’t we find Mike like that?  
Sad and couldn’t come back?  
Aren’t we better than that?  
 
Mental health in everyone’s heads 
we even spit in raps.  
So fuck was you doing Mac? 
 
Were you not off the lean? 
Were you not running up stacks? 
You said no one knew you like that, 
 
You ain’t know we had your back?  
What the hell?  
Was you telling us on the track? 
 
Small Worlds, or What’s the Use?   
Are you really not coming back?  
Cause Ariana got your dog,  
 
he wondering where you at.   
  






for Dr. Brenda Armstrong (1949-2018) 
 
To get to your old office, walk down  
the third floor of Duke Medical School.  
 
The class photos are in order down the hall, 
year after year of smiling faces, completed M.D.  
 
dreams coated in white, one beside another  
in framed squares, black and white pictures  
 
of white faces. This hall is a Whites-Only space,  
until I reach Dr. Delano Meriwether, class of ’63:  
 
First black student integrating the wall.  
Soon the pictures become color, lightly faded.  
 
I can see when you arrived, decades ago,  
as more melanin appears in every frame.  
 
Accents over names, hijabs, fades, even 4c hair  
above the white coats in the newest class. 
 
Their frame still gleaming, too recent  
for dust to settle in this last stretch of hall,  
 
where black doctors proudly smile back. 
Your office was at the end of it.   
  





More asterisk than surname.  
A clarification,  
something I sign on tax forms 
to avoid confusion.  
 
The second of two. Father’s son.  
A reminder that some people  
believe in do-overs. Feel the need  
to try again, fix a mistake.  
 
A lot of life is trying again,  
which we did each weekend,  
trying again to make it  
to the golf course or the movies.  
 
I'm trying again—  
no, this is the first time.  
I'm just trying to make it  
down each weekend  
 
or at least call the doctors  
each day. I'm too busy.  
I know a lot of things  
are unfinished.  
 
This may be my last poem  
so if you die before it’s published, 
know I’ll sign your name  
to a house. Buy a ring and keep it.  
 
I’ll try and live a good life  
under the clouds. I’ll try again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
